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WEATHER FORECAST
Kentucky—Fair and mild
Wednesday. Thursday parti5'
Croul-k and
mild.

atid ?Ai\ .
weekend.

a L. Willer Road
ms is at
a Ky.
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United Press

TOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 M E NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Wednesday Afternoon, Oct. 20, 1948

It

Debate 'Clinic For
Students, Teachers
Planned At College

Ariel pa•
I donatr d
olio fund.
.was
ung girl
io during

Popcorn Pickets At
Receiving Stations
Recalled At

•
A Debate Clinic will be held at
Murray State College on October
23 for high school debate coaches
students interested in debate, and
high school administrators ,according to Prof. J. Albert Tracy, associate professor of speech.
, Professor Tracy states that this
clinic is offered to stimulate the
development of speech instruction
and speech activities in Western
Kentucky'abigh schools; to provide
teacher inasergice-trainine for all
classroom teachite; and to make an
active contritiution to the high
tra-curricuschool curricular or
lar program.
InVittifelons have been,Mpt to
high school principals and debeete
e0aches of West Kentucky to ente
the clinic and bring their students
who are interested in debate.
The program is:
10.30 as m.—A teacher and adminisStudent Centel" in Wilson Hall.
0:30 A. M.—A conducted Whir of
the campus forall guests.
9 30 A. M.—A teacher and administrator seminar discussion of debate
theory and practice led by Prof.
.1 Albert Tracy, chairman of speech
department.
10-30 A. 14.—A syrnpoaiurn by
a, liege faculty and other authorities on the national debate topic:
Should the United Nations now be
revise. into a Federal World Government'
11:30 A. M.—Luncheon in College
Cafeteria.
12:30 P.M.—A student panel discussion on the national debate topic.
2:00 P.M.—A demonstration college debate by students who debated this question throughout last
year.
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MEMORIAL HI-WAY
PLAQUE TO BE
ERECTED SOON

•

PADUCAH, Ky., Oct 20 —A
bronze plaque marking the western
end of Kentucky's Blue Star Memorial Highway will be erected here
Saturady at ceremonies «inducted
by the Kentucky Garden Clubs.
Mrs. David H. Honaker, Lexington, state club president, will dedicate the marker at ceremonies
set for 10:00 a m. on US highway
de.. The marker is one of three to
be erected alone US 68, designated
as Kentucky's Lee Star Highway
as a memorial to all Kentuckians
who served in World War IL Other
markers to be erected awl by the
garden clubs will be at Bowling
Green. where US 68 is crossed by
US 31-W. and at Maysville where
US 68 leaves the state.
Highway Commissioner darrett
Withers Will accept the marker
at Paducah on behalf of the state.
Others who will be on the program
are Mrs. R. B. Leslie, president,
Paducah Garden Club; Mrs. Fred
Pace. Marrowbone, state caairthan
of Blue Star Highway Plarkers:
Mrs. W C. Cooper. Henderson; and
Mrs. Jewel Duncan, assistant director of public informatioa, J. P.
Shannon, engineer of roadside improvement, and Lee Puryear.. district engineer, all of the highway
Department.
.
Rev .Curtis Fletcher, Grace Episcopal Church, will give tile invocation and music will be furnished
by the Tilghman High School and
directed by Floyd Burt. The Blue Star Highway, reaching
into every state in the union, was
inaugurated by the National Garden Jub as .4 living memorial to
those who served in World War U.
The state garden clubs and highway departments are cooperating
in the erection of markers along
the route together with appropriate roadside planting.

Girl Scouts
Collect Over $250
To Help Veterans
•

A total of $26868 was Collected
by Murray Girl Scouts Saturday
during their annual forget-me-hot
campaign The money is turned
over to the Outwood hospital to
help disabled veterans.
Troop IV. under the leadership
of Mn. A. B. Austin and Miss Ann
Crisp, turned in the largest amount.
1157.90.

ACE HALFBACK
RETIRED FROM
THOROBRED SQUAD

—1Advisory

Jim Humphrey, ace Thoroughbred half-back, has been retired
from the squad for the season.
Coach Fred Faurot announced this
in office, Premier Hitoshi Ashida's
morning. Humphrey, 24 - year-old JAPANESE CABINET QUITS—After eight months
resigned en maae when Social Democrats demanded that it disband after
(above)
cabinet
junior from Paducah, injured his
arrested in connection with a loan scandal. The scandal
knee during spring training and a former deputy premier was
large
loan made to a fertilizer" company.
Involves
a
suffered a recurrence 'of the injury in the Culver-Stockton game.
Other injuries plaguing Faurot's
quad include a bruised hip sufd by Floy Hooks. 22 year-old
rom Hopkinsville.
'ington halfback from
Tom
•
•
Kelley, tackle
Murray, an
from Danville, Va., who suffered
s before the
attacks Of aP
last geese, may be. le to play in
Di spite an active fire prevention—
the Cape Girardeau Ulf Friday, said
l'Week,
Week, seven fires have been re
N,,
Faurot
ported to
Murray fire departi
hilfeback'aefrom
Winfred
ment since the end of the cemPaign
uHuntington. Tenn., is having
a little over a week ago, Fire Chief
ble with a boil on his neck. b
hopes this won't keep nim from
William Spencer reported today.
playing in the next game.
_The (test fire was the Monday
following Fire Prevention Week,
in the home of H. Graham on Fifth' BESLIN, Oct. 20. (UP) Communand Walnut Streets due to n defec- ists appeared today to be prepartive oil stove in the kitchen. No ing to take over complete control
damage IV
reported.
of eaatern Germany under Soviet
The next day the firemen were supervision.
called to ext.' eguish to fire in the
A Russian-trained labor organizer
kitchen oil sti.ve of Charlie Marr
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 20—iUP•—
liccame boss of the Berlin Commuat
311
South
Eighth
street,
ro
damDr. Erich M. Uhlmann. a Chicago
e The following morning oily fist party in what well may be the
radiologist. said today that within
arcund a stave at Farris Ser- ilaaia- step in the:ening up commay
electrons
the next year fast
vice
lion started burning, but munist domination of the eastern
cure any cancer in its early state.
firemen
sib, extinguished the
Dr. Uhlmann opened the comblaze.
monwealth fund's annual medical
Communist healPquarters in BerAt•2:30 a.m
ursday a sawdust
Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson has been
continue
will
which
lecteres
pile close to so
tanks on lin said the appointment of Hans
oil
through the week at General hosp- named Alumni secretary at Murray South Second sIreet
red burn- Jendretzky. Veteran 50- year-old
Stale College by Dr Ltalph
ital here.
ing. The cause of the
ze could Communist and chief of the
city's
conductis
radiologist.
whia
The
Woods, president. to fill the dr;C- not be determined. The fire 'as extumor
the
at
research
tng cancer
ancy created by the resignation of tinguished before any damag
is- Communist labor front. "marks the
turtling point in the party's work."
clinic of the Michael Reese Hospsued.
Mrs. George Hart.
"The labor party is making ready
ital, Chicago, said he is building a
.Sunday morning a butane gas
recently
apMurray
high
school
f
the solution of big Problems.machine which will send a beam of
heater at 803 West Main street extement added.
free electrons to a depth of eight pointed Met. Hart as librarian. and ploded, bit no damage was report- the
niches in the human body aerthoue this made it necessary for Mrs. ed. Sunday afternoon the firemen r It di
ot elaborate. but. observinjury to healthy tissue.
Hart to give up her post as secre- received a distress call from Farm- ers Linked t with these developDr. Uhlmann said the machine
toward Communington. When they arrived the fire ments point
tary of the alumni.
should be completed by May. and
ist attempts to oldify their hold
facing Mrs. was undre control.
first
jobs
One
of
the
animals,
on
tests
that he will begin
Monday morning the fir" depart- on the eastern zon with Moscow's
Hanson has been the organization
and later on humans.
ment extinguished a bl,;ze in the blessing:
Homecoming
of
program.
the
He said, however, he knows exFirst Methocitst church whieh was
1.—A new people's po e" farce
Mrs. Hutson graduated from caused by an overheated furnace. has been established wit
actly what the fast electrons will
the
do, because of experiments on skin MSC in August of 1943, and she Chief Spencer, said the fur nace.was Soviet zone of Germany withi
he
cancer. He said fast electrons received her masters degree from improperly instilled and left in. past few weeks.
would not be effective after the Michigan State college at East structiors for proper installation.
2.--Anti-Communist
politicians
cancer has Weed throughout the Lansing, Mich., the next year.
Chief Spencer urged today that in the zone have been fenced to
was
Mrs.
Hutson
During
the
war.
in
the
it
is
while
but
only
body,
residents of Murray continue to flee or go underground.
employed as a radio engineer for preshice fire prevention as effectstationary stage.
3.—Eastern zone German police,
station KPO, the NBC station in ively as they did during Fire Pre- at Russian urging, have tightened
San Francisco, Calif.
vention week when there was not their blockade around Berlin in an
Mrs. Hutson served as a fresh- a single fire in Murray.
effort to keep zonal food, coal and
man English teacher at MSc' in
other supplies from reaching the
quarters o
t
d sprn
spring quare
•
,t e winter
western .sectors of Berlin.
11047 The fratenving year age. taught M
Feglah at the Universdy of Kentucky

upy

-New' Alumni
Secretary Named
At Murray State

Fire A Day Is Average
Since Prevention Week
COMMUNISTS PLAN
CONTROL IN
EASTERN ZONE

RADIOLOGIST
SAYS ELECTRONS
MAY CURE CANCER

Bob Trevathan
Named President, ,h
Freshman Class

111er Enters
Mortuary School

Brother Rallies Around
BROCKTON, Mass. (UPI—Despite rbieaking his ankle the night
before. Bernard Burbank of Brockton attended his sister's wedding
on crutches.

William C.,Miller farmer staff
Home in Mal. has entered -tate
Freshmen class at Gupton-Jon
College in Nashville. Tennesse
where he will begin academic -work
for the Degree of Mortuary Science

Mrs. Hall Granted
Leave of Absence
At Murray State

Circuit Court Jurors
Named For Next Term

Bob Trevathan. 18, son of Mr.
and Mrs, W. S. Trevithan of Murray route five, has been named
president
the freshman class at
Murray State college. He it a graduate of Murray Training school.
Other officers named by the
freshman class include Billy Joe
Crass,--vice-president. son of Mr.
and Mrs. D. D. Crass of Murray.
and Joann St. John, secretary.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs D. B. St.
John of Hazel. Both Crass and Miss
St. John are graduates of Murray
High school.,
Jack Alexander, son of Mr. and
Mrs
C. Alexander of Murray.
was named treasurer of the sophontore clais. He' issidso a graiduate
of Murray high school.

a
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

The hat of grand jurors and rish. Liberty; Devo Reed, Brinkley;
petit jurors for the November term I Rudolph Geurin. Liberty; C. V.
of circuit court was released today Manning. Brinkley; Leonard Dunn,
E. Murray; Jim Sims. • Swann:
by Sheriff Wendell Patterson.
Circuit court convenes Monday, J. M. Brand...cab...E. Murray.
Nov. 8. under Judge Ira Smith.
-Van Clark, E. Murray; Brown
PRAND JURY LIST
Tucker, Brinkley; Joel B. Smith.
J. W. BarroW, Hazel; C. C. Crisp.
E. 'Murray; J. R. Eareis. Hazel; Al Brinkley; Otis Loving, Concord;
Youngerman, Murray: Rudy Bar- I4aY Tutaell, Jr.••Concord; Mrs.
nett. E. Murray; W. A. Oliver. Bebrah Broach, W. Murray; Roy
Hazel; L. L. Lee, W. Murray; R. C. D. Hartsfield,
Swanne Carl LockTarry, Murray; Hayden Jackson,
hart, Ssnn; Geo. W. Dunn, ConE. Murray; E. J. Beale, W. Murray:
J. L. Wilcox, J. R. McHood, Con- cord.'
.C. P. Wiley, Wadesboro; Willie
cord,
Mrs. Maly Ed. Hall, head of the
J. C. Forrest, E. Murray; Vander .1. Cooper, . Hazel; Harold Vagina. art department at Murray State
Williams, N. Concord; Hobart El- WadesbOro; L. R. Sanders. Brink- College was granted a leave of abliott, N. Concord; Lucian Green, ley; Jim DUnnaway, Swann: Robr- fl-afciFe by President 5Iph H. Woods
Concord: Rey•Waldrop. Wadesboro; ert Lax, Concord; J. D. Kimbro and the board of Regents, for the
Arthur Hargis,'Liberty; T. C. Col- Concord; Otis Willoughby, Con- balnce of this semester due to illness.
ley. Murray; Carl W. Chester. cord; W. A. Palmer. Brinkley.
Hafford Adams. Concord; Lancie
The leave of absence was asked
Brinkley; Lestel Elkins, Liberty;
L. A. nurkeen, Wadesboro; Connie Morris. Swann; Robr Wallis, Li15*- for and granted October 12. This
Mills, Brinkley; Stanley Hopkins. city; G. M. Cathey, Brinkley; action ,was necessary because of
Noble Fuqua, Brinkley Fred Jones. illness which had made it necesLiberty.
Liberty; W. H. Stafford.
sary for her to be absent from
PETIT JURY LIST
A, Bell, Murray; FloydConcrd;W. Hicks, classet 'since the first of school.
W. M. Farley, Concord; Richard
Mrs. Hall le now in Nashville.
L. Carson, Wadesboro; frank Pala Liberty.

Committee Is In
SCHOOL SAFETY
PROGRAM BEGUN Session With State Expert
BY STATE POLICE
LIVESTOCK
--5

Frankfort. Ky. Oct20—The largest school safety program ever to
be undertaken in the State is now
under way, according to a statement from State Trooper Lee
Tucker, Director of the Division
of Kentucky School Safety of the
Department of State Police.
The program is being sponsored
jointly by the State Police and
American Legion in Kentucky in
co-ordination with interested civic
organizations. It is being set up by
the State Police and is being financed by the American Legion._
The school patrols will be known
as the Kentucky School Troopers.
"The purpose of the program is to
safeguard our children as they
come and go from school." said
Guthrie Crowe. Commissioner of
State Police. "Later," he said. "a
juvenile crime prevention program
will be set up, but first we must
get our safety program under way."
Any community which desires to
benefit from the program may contact Tucker at the State Police
headquarters in Frankfort.
The program will consist of
safety talks, movies, and uniforms
for the school troopers. in addition
to the organizational work done by
,the pollee. The American Legion,
along with interested civic organizations in certain communities, is
buying belts, badges, and caps for
members of the school troopers.
Local safety committees will be
set up in each community where a
school trooper unil is organized. It
will be the responsibility of these
committees and the schools of the
community to carry on the program
once it is set up. However. Tucker
staid that the State Police will
stand by ready to give aid and help
at any time.
Tucker said that his diviaion will
co-ordinate activities with any Civic
organization that wants to help in
Vie state-wide safety program.
"We need the co-operation of
every safety-minded person in the
State to act as adviser to the safety
supervisor in his community," said
cker. He said that the local
s ervisor will be appointed by the
committee in the community.
manuel is now in the
mg rewritten by TuckNewcomb, assistant
adjutant of the American Legion
in the State. As eon as it is
finished, copies will •e given to
mantle{
anyone who wants one.
up a
will contain ideas on setti
1safety program to fit all co
Ries as well as list the safety la
and rules.
According to Tucker, his division
will consist of about 12 troopers.
selected from each* of the 12 police
districts, working in the field in a
supervisory capacity.

Popcorn grow,is decided at noon a.
today to recall their'.picatets who
had prevented delivery of popcorn
tq, local buyers. The pickets foil
Bed
recela:ng stations that they
New York, Oct. 20—'UPI----The would not prevent any
farmer
stock market advanced again today, from selling his corn any
place he:
the ninth successive rise in indust- choses or for any price he can get.
rial shares, and trading again crossShortly after the pickets acre
ed the million-share level.
withdrawn, the Outland Seed and
Sentiment was bolstered, by a Popcorn Co. announced teat they
number of domestic developments, were not in the market for any
more popcorn at the present time.
chief among them yesterday's late m
action by directors of the, Republic that then outlet requiremerts had
•
Steel Corp. in declaring extra divi- been finoo.
dends in cash and stocke,the rumor
The advisory committee. for (he
in the street of an impending extra Popcorn Growers Association was
dividend for U. S, Steel stockhold- in session this afternoon with Van
ens; and the recent forecast by a Baldwin, head of the state. Marketlocal brokerage house of good times Ida department in Frankfort. The
ahead for the stock market.
committee is studying marketing
Moreover, there seemed to be de- conalitions, and will advise the
veloping in the market community growers whether or not they
an air of optimism regarding the should release their corn at the
industrial future, prompted by this current Murray - market prices.
The picketing, said members of
week's rise in the steel operating
rate to a peacetime high; and the the committee, was not a commitoutlook for a long-continued high tee-sponsored activity. The pickets
rate of productivity for both the '^twere growers who took 'it upoa
themselves to see to it that other
automobile and steel industries.
The decision today of the Amer- farmers stuck to their agreement
ican Telephone and Telegraph Com- not to deliver corn' at prevailing
pany board to offer competitively merket prices.
Other buyers in Murray this afa new issue o? $150,000.000 in new
securities also was interpreted as ternoon said that they had reentered the market on a small scale
a vote of confidence in the future
as soon as the pickets were withon the part of the._ Batket.:11-1115.914
drawn at noon. However, most of
Industrial organization.
.the buyers intimated that their maA small profit-taking movement
jor outlets had been last, and that
developed in the leaders before the
they would not be able to buy
close but the main list of stocks
much popcorn this year.
finished higher on the day.
Pickets this mornieg said they
had turned back seven truck-I, ads
MARKETS AT A GLANCE
of popcorn yesterday. The only
By United Press
near-violence occured at
3.00
Stocks higher in moot-rate trad- o'clock last night when Hub Ering.
win of Seith Pleasant Grove
Bonds irregular; U. S. govern- broke the picket lines in front of
ments firm.
the Outland Popcorn Co. and deCurb stocks higher,
livered font truck-loads of popcorn.
Chicago stocks highei
first- lien au mmoned *Sher ifra- welTSilver unchanged in New York dell Patti:4-3.m and Cpl. Brigham
at 77 1-2 cents a fine ounce.
Futrell, of the. state police, to
Cotton futures steady.
make sure that there would be no
Grains in Chicago: Wheat, corn, violence. Pickets said that there
oats. rye and soybean futures were not enough of them to prehigher.
vent Erwin from going through the
lines.
Editor's Note
At presstime today the popcorn
Regular Unit-d Press features situation still was not settled. Anare missing from this Issue of the other meeting of the growers is ex- -Ledger end Times due to a break- pectece ti' be called in ttie very
down of the scietros sossitise.
u near future.

GAS POCKETS
HINDER MINE
ILSCUE WORK
PINEVILLE, Ky.. Oct. 20. 4i.IP1—
Gas pockets .some two miles back
an the mountain may prevent res,ue workers from going after more
bodies in the Straight Creek mine,
A. D. Sisk of the state department of mines and minerels. said
today.
Monday 15 bodies were brought
and five more are somewhere back
in the mountain.
The men were killed in an explosion in the Straight Creek mine
at nearby Four Mile. Ky, the day
after Christmas. 1045.
Raging fires stopped the rescue
work for days after the explosion
and the mine was sealed The fires
burned until last springa
Then'the state and the mine company
.Joined in the evnueation project which after several days leg
to the recovery of 15 of the men.
Sisk stdd the' remaining five bod- A PEARLY AND HIS OFFERING—B. A Stannard arrites
ies have not been found.. He said with his loaf of bread offering for the Costermongers Harvest
work is going ahead to improve the Festival service at St. Mary Magdalene Church In Southeast
ventilation ta make rescue and London. Costumes decorated with pearl buttons are In order
for the occasion.
search work possible to continue.
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W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLLSHER
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Publethed afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th O., Murray. Ky

With a U.N.

Ifireared at the Poet Office. Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
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Punishing
The men who
tried
To destroy
A group of

ASSOC:Anti\

people-

We femme the right eo-eeject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
IX Public Voice items which in our opireoni are not for the best interest .
et our reieders.

We could
Back in wartime flope:eas Herman
used to shudder co Ise read
Of the Hitler persecutions and dm
many millions dead.
H. agreed with than, ••ho pleodri
that the Nazi chiefs be tried
For destroying groups of peoplewhich b known as genocide

'
Wednesday Afternoon. October 2to, 194S '

e

Dry Kansas Will Vote On Repeal But
Wet Christmas Appears Unlikely
TOPEKA. Kan. II:Pt-It will be
bootleg liquor for Yuletide e,zge.ag
in Kansas again this year
'
That is the studied opinion of
experithe stete's hard-teeing
Eeeverd
enced attorney
Arn He feels #4., &epee whet Me):
happen v:hen N n• • -,a ,l ar.•
between a dr,
for thee stae
refereedere !this Kee r
Arn
the state

90
Cu'
mc
pla
ter1

Convention

IIUBSCRrPTION ItATES: By Carrier in Murray. per we
15c. pee
Morillt. lee. la Calloway and adjoining counties,. per year, $3.50, elsewhere PM•
NATIONAL RKPRESENTATWE: WALLACE VitSTMER CO., 903 Sterick
Building, Memphis, Term.; 250 Park Ave. New York. 307 N. 111.chigan
Ave. Clittlallei 80 Boylston St, Bostan.

ribl
wh
sur
bie
or

Hopeless Herman has forgotten how
he telt about h thee
Now be says Its much too bard to try
to change the ways of men.
Herman can't see what to do about
the millions Hitler gassed.
1 Or the countless other peoples tyrants
murdered in the pare

But were not all Hopeless fierincess.
w• know that the time to se*
That no future crimes ar• plotted. is
while men are strong and tree.
We know the United Nations taking
a determined stand.
Con find ways to outlaw lolling of
whole groups hi any land. •

outlaw
Genocide.
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yeting G: cre:ege student was stop,:
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WHAT ARE THE STARS SAYING?-This is an eight-ton
radio telescope, nearing completion at Cornell University,
rith which scientists hope to learn more about solar "noises";
first discovered in 1931. Saucer. **mirror" of the apparatus,i
will collect the inch-long radio waves and pass them along
to electtonic devices for recording.

Ca.: Oile Of a V
Gere..
statutes :ea.._ este Chrette. _
e .
„ ae:
in Kan.': a
-renditiar.
Chris:free:: zer,ls The , v.e.1 tel,
histilMy cf tee :el tape whe.--. Kee- ;
th:it !mere
ass • temperance worker:7. • h..e.e.,.;
e
eneu•::- the state
thrown around she "XXX- b. .- tic
BERLIN IS THE TOPIC-With varied postures and expresare; Farts Bey el-Khouri, Syria: Dnetri Nianuilsky, the
goes beck. 69 years
F:ctt:se
•''
sions, these delegates to the United Nations Security
Ukraine; Andrei Vishinsky, USSR; Sir Alexander Cadbgan,
How It Started
Council listen to the debate on the Berlin crisis before a
United Kingdom; Trygve Lie, Secretary-General Of U.N.;'
St
In 187;,
temporary adjournment. Left to right around the table
elected the #ig'.
- 4.-e ••••
Dr. Juan
Bramuglia. Argentinaoresident at session.!
—
re-t
•.
• -vas
tirC
.t
Lotu$viUe. Ita". ct. 1 .LP - A
•
ch.arr.cior ef tereperen..,,'Memory Lapses
and 32 lampshades were made.
I
.
trefi.... ,
church organist convicted of atbitter foe ef the
To reduce their grocery bills. the
LEWISTON, Ida. t UP :
2 The
Keesans
vet,.
r'eee:
tempted abortion today began
To his iriaegtiral_addrels.
county homemakers stored 26,518 pounds absenterinded profesbor• has nothActivities of Shelby
I
rni::
-•2ty
ree- :
N
ser.-ing a two-year prison sentence
governor said.
the
homemakers during the past year of meat 'zags pounds of vegetables , ing on Andrew E. Lee of Los Anft
t
JACK MAYFIELD. Reporter
"Could we but dry up this ereat leeire _tate res t..
In addition. Mrs. Mary Josephine
Re,eived stoney foe Dairy show were brought uut at their annual and 1.488 pounds of fruit In freezer geles. He excitedly reported his car
Schinelte. New Albany. Ind . was
evil we 'would hardly need irons
--pr %et f
the prehihnor.
up day. They reported 31 lockers. !Then they canned 12.430, stolen here. Police spotted the car
Four F.FA members received checpoorhouses or p
:r,
:,quere 1-1 e.-rtd.ri fined $tiOD in Louisville Criminal
vegetables and 7.456, and signaled the driver to the cut..
heating systems and 35 water sys- quarts
seereed
prize money th.s past week from
Attorney General Art
Cour:
a Sur,
t
the
kerns as having been installed. and quarts of fruit and stored 30.704 The car "thief- was a mechanic in
cift•ade#
with St. John eirrioat se,
Harry F. Walters._ State CommisJudge Lorraine 541x sa:d It was
heme cured meat:
a garage where Lee had taken his
126 refrigerators, six home freezers. pounds
later se:en he cernPeeeed tee: tie ' " - _ant: t
i sexier of Agriculture. for their
tre rr.at.at'arture the first time he could recall thet
car the night before for brave
15 toasters. 18 troners and 13
,
agents of his office of tee Kensae trd .e.
show
convicted
on
Mayfield
showing at the
dairy
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Ex-Service Men's
News
A savings in insurance is avail• able to World War II veterans
who still are paying their G. I. insurance premiums on a monthly
basis, Insurance officials at the
Office in Columbus, 0., said today.
Pointing out that approximately
fit
90 per cent of the veterans are
currently paying premiums on a
monthly basis, VA officials explained that by paying on a quarterly, semi-annual, or annual has-

a

It's a Big
6-FOOTER
INSIDE!

is they receive a three per cent discount annually. In addition, the
fewer premiums due lessens the
chance of a policy lapsing.
Veterans can take advantage of
this savings by visiting any VA
office or writing to the VA Branch
New York, Oct. 20- tUp-Jass
Office insurance service in Columbus, requesting the type of Louis announced today that he
definitely will defend his Heavypremium desired.
weight Title next June under
More than half of the World War auspices of the 20th Century
II veterans holding converted Na- Sporting Club.'
tional Service Life Insurance poliLouis said he would meet the
cies have selected 20-payment life winner of the Dec. 10 bout between
plans, Veterans Administration re- Joe Baksi of Kulpmont, Pa. and
Ezzard Charles of Cincinnati if the
ports today.
The 20-payment life policies ac- winner was impressive. Otherwise,
counted for 832,190, or 55 per bent he said he might fight some other
of the 1,512,150 permanent NSLI worthy contender "like Lee Savold,
policies in force at the beginning who made a godd 'comeback."
of the fiscal year.
Charles and Baksi will fight at
.Veterans who converted to other Madison Square Garden. Savo!d
permanent plans include: 276,000, rocketed to fame by knocking out
30-payment life; 240,130, ordinary Gino Bounvino of Italy in the first
life; 95,130, 20-year endowment; 46,- round of their March 19 bout.
850 endowmer4 at age 60; 20,450,
endowment at age 65.
if I am eligible for the education.
Permanent NSLI policies amount readjustment
allowance and guraned to more than $6.5 billion worth ty loan provision
of the G. I. Bill.
of insurance.
A. No. Benefits; of the G. I. Bill?
Nearly 5,000,000 veteran-holders are
available only to World War
of NSLI have nqt yet 'converted II
veterans.
their term laallcies to permanent
Q. I eigaed a statement before
forms of insurance. The term policies in force represent more than my discharge that I had a disability before I enlisted in the arm$31 billion.
ed forces. Will this statement bar
me from receiving compensation?
Q. I am a World War 1 veteran
A. No. Under the law, any stateand was discharged from the U. S.
Army in 1938. I would like to know ment of this nature which you
may have made at discharge is
considered null and void.

Joe Louis Plans
To Defehd Title
Next June
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In the final week of the National
League season.
Rickert was Called 'up from the
Milwaukee Club of the American
A;sOciatii
.ai just before the series
opened to replace Heath. Baseball
Cincinnati, 0., Oct. 20-(UPI--The law prevented the Boston manage- 1
al-KENZIE. N. D., (UP)-Thor
world champion Cleveland Indians ment from rewarding Rickert with ; long hours of back breaking toil on
share of the 1948 world series play- a cash bonus for his fill-in per- l"North Dakota farms are gone.
ers' pool will be $230.250, Baseball formance unless the commissioner
Take it from Mike Victor, who
Commissioner A. B. Chandler an- made an exception.
has farmed here for about 45
nounced today.
The second-place #Boston Red years Life on the farm is a snap
The Boston Braves share. Chand- Sox and At. Louis Cardinals each nowadays, compared with 20 years
split II.116.12 from the players' ago.
ler said, will be $153.500 20.
Chandler's office said the world pool. Each Red. Sox regli)ar will
Then, the "gettin' up" tv..ur used
series ticket sales petted $1,633, receive $1,191.71 with each Card- to be about 3 or 4 a. m. Today
inal regular getting -$1,341.52.
685.56.
Mike gets up about 6 or 7 'o'clock.
Third-place Money of $27,410l75 That's only because he can't seem
Each of the 30 Indians receiving
a full share will get $6.772.07. This for the. Brooklyn Dodgers and to sleep any longer, he explains.'
"Habit, I, guess."
is a new record, the largest pre- New York Yankees will net each
Mike says machinery has largely
vious winning share having been Dodger regular $398.72 and each
replaced the err% leg ana back
$6.544.76, received by the Detroit • Yankee regular $778-88.
Tigers in 1935.
The fourth-place Pittsburg- Pir- muscles that used to be so much in
Each of the 31
,persons receiving ates and Philadelphia Athletics demand at harvest time. And these
a full share of the Boston team's were enriched by $13,705.37 each farmerareven take vacations in the
series money will receive $4,570.73, from the players' pool with each winter.
Chandler said.
Pirate regular getting $391.34 and
Wages Mach Higher
Chandler said Marvin Rickert. each
The lesser work and greater free
Athletic regular
getting
time on the farm has one drawwho filled in for the injured Jeff $415.32.
back however. Where a man used
Heath for'the Braves in the world
to hire out.,for $40 to $60 a month,
series, would receive $1,523.58.
Parents Must Learn
he now wants anywhere from $150
It took special action by ChandliACKENSACK, N. J. (UPSto $200 a month. Still, he comler to give Rickert the money,
since the outfielder did not join the Teen agers will open a clinic here plains about all the work he has to
team until after the players had under the sponsorship of the YMCA do, Mike says.
He • blames that partly on the
voted on the division of shares.
for the education of parents.
This was the second special act- Among the subjects will be dating, high-priced times.
ion.. taken by the commissioner in money allowances, use of the famMike chuckles a bit when he reregard to Rickert, the first giving ily car, the rights and privileges of calls how he used to work years
him permission to play in the series the home, night hours and free ago.
"We had 30 cows then," he says.
to replace Heath, who broke a lag speech.
"Now we have six. Lots less to do."
Mike says he knows some farmers nowadays who buy their milk,
just to get out of another chore.
The way times have changed, he
points out by saying:
"Used to have oxen. Then we
went to horses, and now we have
machinery for most of the work."

New Record Set
In World Series
Players' Share

Life in the Farm
Easy Now,If You
Look Baek a Bit

by JOSEPH CHADWICK
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CHAPTER I
'
4 1"'RAOY HAYDEN had been
a born to the West, and she
liked to think of it as unchanging. The cowboy yells, the acrid
30% MORE CAPACITY
odor of branding-iron on hide.
the bawl of a burned calf, the
clouds of alkali dust-the picture as it had always been.
built up the illusion. The motorized chuck wagon, along
with the cook's portable radio
ton bringing in swing music, only
Standard I ,
partially destroyed It.
Early morning still. the Arizona
• Notror-hUser Mwsbonassi
sky was brassy and a shimmering
• Enclose.* Oakkabe Troy*
heat haze already danced across
with Instant Cabe fleteese
the rock hills when Tracy reined in
•Lome Swpwr-Promosor
by the round-up fire. A Mexican
vaquero lifted • red -glowing iron
• 11111•Itl-porpowo Storage
from the fire. He flashed a welcomTroy
smile from a leathery face.
ing
• AB-percelsdri Melia
"Buenos'disc Senorita." he said.
•Ati-percelain Hydrator
the others of the,crew echoed
wire glom
range bees. old Pete Saba.
drawled,
• Laren. toil-lootria moat
"Howdy. Miss Tracy. You
an riding early." and took the pony
• Wow, mean ye. ithoodd
eapped down.
accepted her as one of

asn

Veal 11,••.** IndISX..0••

beautiful and rich -she is also
smart." Then, soberly: "Tracy.
you're genuine. A blind man could
see that you're no Garrison.."
Tracy looked away from him.
staring out amass the sweep of
semi-arid land. No. she was no
Garrison She was merely a hangeron. She hung on by the slender
thread woven by the chance and
the good fortune of having a grandfather who had been loyal to Old
Jeff Garrison when the Garrison
range erniaire. this cattle barony.
had been founded-back in Apache
days, back when the West was
young. "But I'm a Garrison at
heart," Tracy wanted to say.

her mind: "He has been looking at
me-I never knew."
Clint did not answer her. Instead
he was facing Pete Donohue. He
spoke to Pete, his voice strangely
•
soft.
"Mr. Danohue. I hoped I would
not nave to remind you that this is
no dude ranch," he said. -My men
are not paid to entertain the Garrisons' guests."
"Glad the telling doesn't embarrass you. Clint old man." Pete replied His tone made the words an
Insult. "I m ight embarrass you by
telling you that I've permission to
ride where .1 like In search of material. The Old Garrison hospitality
you know. 13ut I was riding back
A LONG yellow cloud of dust with-" His glance drifted to
ins rose across the flatlands. Tracy "With Tracy, anyway."
He turned away in search of his
kicked up by a station wagon that
bore swiftly down on the round-up horss without waiting to gloat over
The car cattle from the direction of the black scowl spreading over the
the Hacienda. the ranch house. and face of Clint Hanlon. Tracy saw
Tracy guessed that it would be the that sign of anger, guessed that
ranch manage r. Clint Hanlon. jealousy was behind it-jealousy of
Knowing Clint wouldn't like her her-and a spark of fear struck off
there. in the midst of the branding. her heart. Then Clint looked up at
Trees, turned and walked toward her, his face butnot his eyes softenher horse. Pete came after her. ing.
He said. "This man is no good for
caught hold of tier arm.
"Hold on. Tracy. did I say some- you, Tracy."
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Advance Price
List Released
For Type 35
Following is the schedule of price
advances for the 1948 crop of type
35 tobacco, as released by the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers'
Association:
Lengths
Grade 46 & 45 44
(Dollars per 100 lbs farm sales wt)
A1F
45
T3F
2'7
40
43
A2F
T4F
23
38
41
A3F
T5F
19
45
AIR
T3R,
27
40
A2R
43
T4R
23
38
41
T5R
A3R
19
T3D
27
42
45
B1 F
T4D
2.3
40
43
19
I B2F
T5D
37
40
B3F
T3N1
26
32
34
T4M
B4F
22
26
28
T5M
Bow
18
34
113Fy 37
T3G
26
30
B4FV 32
T4G
22
24
B5FV 26
18
42
45
BIR
40
43
B2R
X1L
34
37
40
B3R
2/
X2L
32
34
B4R
X3L
25
26
28
X4L
B5R
23
42
45
X5L
BID
40
43
30
X1F
B2D
36
38
X2F
2/
B3D
31
33
134D
X3F
25
25
55D
X4F
27
23
32
35
B3M
X5F
19
26
130
RIM
X3FV
24
23
21
B5M
20
X4FV
32
35
B3G
X5FV
17
26
134G 30
X1R
30
23
24
B5G
X2R
27
X3R
25
42
CIL
22
39
X4R
37
40
1112L
17
X5R
33
37
25
X3D
03L
28
31
C4L
22
X4D
24
27
C5L
17
X5D
38
41
CIF
X3M
24
36
39
C2F
X4M
20
32
36
C3F
X5M
16
27
30
C4F
X3G
24
2.3
26
C5F
19
X4G
30
C3FV 33
X5G
15
25
C4Fil 28
22
C5FV 24
12
NIL
37
40
C1R
NIR
12
38
C2R
34
12
NIG
31
34
C3R
26
C4R
129
23
C5R a 25
28
30
C3M
25
23
C4M
20
23
C5M
20
23
C4G
19
22
C5G

Tsc

19

When You
Need

Telephone 55

Expenses Also Up
His work has been decreasing all
along. Not that he regrets it. As he
puti it "The years are sorta creepin' up."
But with lessened work has come
extra expense. There's gas and onl
to buy, new tires for the cars and
tractor ever once in a while, and
the seemingly never-ending repairs
to all machinery.
Farm moaerruzation also has
come a long way. Electricity is
making its way to more and more
farms, running water and pressure
tanks is available, and for his wife.
the later kitchen developments
have aided considerably.
Mike Victor has a word of warn-

Sergeant Jumps to Major
FORT WORTH, Tex. (UP)-••••
T-Sgt. Thomas W. Brown turned'
in his uniform, received . his Air
Force discharge, stepped aeross the
hall and was sworn into the Army
as a major. He held that rank in
the organized reserves and was notified shortly before his Air Force
discharge of his acceptance for
duty.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
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by BAR
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them, as she was by heritage. and thing that got under your skin?"
"Not at all, Pere.
just time
Tracy felt a warm glow of pleasure.
•
• It was good to be with the crew. for me to ride on.'
away from the artificial atmo"Oh. I get it." Pete looked from
sphere of the Hacienda, where her to the station wagon which was
coming to a stop at the tamp."You
there was no illusion at all.
A man had been squatting cow- don't want to be here for Hanlon to
boy fashion in the scant shade of make eyes at!"
Tracy gave him a startled look.
the chuck wagon. With Tracy's arrival he rose, and now came for- "Does fie do that. make eyes at
ward
me?"
she demanded. And quickly
with the slow, dragging step
•
• ot a lazy man. He was a scant inch added: "I don't believe it!"
• taller than Tracy, had reached "Nd? Well, lust watch this make
• thirty
perhaps, and though his a look on his face."
•
• body was filled out he retained a Pete put his arm about her shoul• suggestion of a hungry look, mem- dere-in an intimate way: there was
•
• ory of leaner days. Pete Donohue strelleth in his arm. and Tracy
• was not unattractive. yet to Tracy couldn't shrug it off He walked
• he rang hollow as a caunterfelt few steps with her like that before
coin. His mocking eyes. his cynical she slipped away and reached her
smile, annoyed tier but saying. horse. Shesillerat look at Clint Han"Good morning. Pete." she WILS lon, but swung to the saddle. Clint.
however, had strode forward. He
friendly enough.
"What makes?" asked Pete.
put one hand on the bridle reins,
"Nothing. I'm just out for the holding her there.
ride."
There was Wahine phony shout
"Ale a fellow fecal:dist!" Pete gave Clint Hanlon. He was tag. deepher a sidelong look. "You and I chested, and the West was burned
should travel together, Tracy."
into his skin. He was half a dozen
"Is that a proposal?" /asked years older than Pete Donohue, but
Tracy. laughing•little. "Or do you there was a youthfulness still in his
dark eyes such as Pete perhaps had
just want to ride with me?"
"Lot's call It a proposal. dsrling. never known. Always before. Tracy
If I have•chance to marry a beau- had considered him objectivelytiful--and rich-girl, why remain a thinking that he was like Old Jeff
Garrison. and her own cowpunchbachelor?"
Tracy still smiled without feeling Ina grandfather.
Tracy said. "Yes, Clint?" Seeamused She gave Pete Donohue an
• up-and-down sort of look. saying: ing him now in another way At• "Pete. you're as phony as the tractive but not handsome. a man
Western stories you write. And she liked but could no more than
• you annoy me as much as your lit- like. And, as Pete had foreseen,
• erary accomplishments.'
was a look on hi face Annoy• Unabathed. Pete grinned and re- there
ance, close to kindling anger An
torted, "Ah, the lady Is not only affrighted thought flashed through

ND Tracy replied, "I haveregon
to see with. Clint." She touched
spurs to the paint pony, rode off M
a lope, ignoring the shout Pete
Donohue sent after her. She rode
hard for a mile, then slowed to a
walk, knowing that Pete. who did
his best horsemanship on,a typewriter. couldn't catch up. She felt
oddly shaken, emotionally upset,
and that was not an ordinary thing
with her.
Emotionally upset? Tracy wondered any. One man had proposed
to her, in a double-talking sort of
way, but there had been no emotion, no affection nor love. behind
that proposal Pete had made a joke
of it, yes: but the hard fact remained he was the sort to marry
for money. And Clint Hanlon? He might
have been annoyed became Pete
put his arm about her: he might
have been jealous. But Clint wasn't
in love with her. either.Clint might
flnd her deograble, but he knew,too.
that she.held a stake in the Garrison Ranch. •
Yet Tracy was upset. She knew
the cauee. She was in love. Not with
Pete or Clint-but with a man she
knew only by hearsay. ArGarrison.
yes he knew that, and realized it
WEIS rediculeus. But what she did
not know Was that when she met
that man he would be standing behind a door-with a gun in his
hand and only a desire for vengeance in his heart.
•

A

(To be continued(
(The characters on this 'Mai are
fictitious)
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CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX
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HEN dinner was over;Rusty

I couldn't be wrong three times in
a row!"
Rusty looked down at her for a
long moment. and tnen nth arms
went about tier and drew ner close,
and neid her so. ana one mouth
sought and found ner own.
There was a °lessee interval of
ecstasy and a silence that naa no
need for words senile their noarts
beat In exquisite rnythm. Ana :nen
she drew herself a little away trom
Flan and said uncertainly. "There's
something you nave to know.
Rusty."
Rusty looked at uneasily.
"U it's that you've changed your
mind about loving me-- tie began.
"Oh. darling, not" she answered
swiftly and melted Into tits arms
again, for a long and lovely KISS.
But then she drew away again and
said uncomfortably.o"I can't start
out. Rusty, with secrets between
us."
Rusty waited, tense and still and
afraid.
Celia said swiftly, her voice
shaken. "Darling -you were
framed!"
Rusty stared at her in, bewilder-

overtook Celia in the hall
and said eagerly, "There's a
moon, a real harvest moon.
Get your cioat and let's walk
down to the orchard."
Celia's heart sat up and yipped
with delight, out as she went to
get tier coat, she told it to shush
and behave itself.
Outside in the warm, golden
moonlight, as they walked down
through the orchard and clingbed
the old stile that crossed the -rattlesnake" fence. Rusty moved beside her in silence. But once they
were settled on the stile ne said
awkwardly. "Maybe I should apologize for lashing out at your aunt
Like that. She's a swell person and
I'm crazy about her. but I couldn't
quite stand the way she was planning for you."
He looked at her anxiously, and
added before she could speak,
"Look here, you're not shedding
any tears about Mallory. are you?"
Celia laughed outright and- Mint
looked up at nim swiftly. "Who's
"Framed? I don't get it." be pro;Mallory?" the asked Ughtly, and tested.
"Xpu were framed by Aunt Juadded more seriously. "The only
thing that bothers me about him is dith?' she told him. "By Aunt.
that I was fool enough to think I Judith and me. She did It deliberwanted to marry him."
ately. I-well I guess I lust saw
"Oh. well, you were getting over what she was doing and sort ofa busted love affair." said Rusty helped her a little-Or maybe a
casually. and as she gave a little lot!"
start. he grinned and said casuUSTY stared at her, his brows
ally, "I suspected it, of course
drawn together in a puzzled
Mallory caught you on the rebound. He's good-looking and at- frown. -I'm pretty dumb. sweet. I
tractive, with a line as smooth as guess you'd better put it in words
butter and honey melted in the of one syllable." he suggested
sun. Also, he's got the glamour of finally.
a great fortune behind him. 'Most "Tonight when Aunt Judith
started talking about sending me
any girl could have been fooled."
Celia said instantly. "Then you back to New York to go on with my
don't despise me for thinking I career"-the grimaced a little at
the word-"that was all a framewanted to marry him?"
up to sort of smoke you out! She"Despise you?" Rusty repeated. well.
she's known ever since she
frowning. "For Pete's sake. Celia. came
do you mean you still don't know only that I was In love with you.
I hadn't had sense enough tc
that lin crazy about you? That I realize It
until the night of the
love 'fib?"
•
storm. No. darling - wait, let me
cella caught her. breath and was finish!
She
thought you liked me
Vet/ still there in the yellow moon- lot.
but I told her bow you fell
light. bet' face Lifted to his, her about
being married and all that
ey wanting. probing, almost She said
that all men felt like that
until they met the right girl. And
"Oh,
- you don't!' she that sometimes
they had to have a
wt$upered, afraid to believe it lest bit of-of pushing
in the right divery that it was not so be rection, to be
able to get their eyes
More than she ooUld endure.
open. So she gave you a little push
'"Celia. I ddi" be told her. and by
making you think I was going
then be Made a' little awkward sway..
feature and said humbly. "I can't
Rusty grinned. "Bless Aunt Jublame YOU far doubting me sweet.
dith!" he said happily.
I winded off like S fool that night
Celia asked eagerly, "You'rehere when I told YOU about my
not angry?"
dad. That was enough to keep any
"Angry? I'm tickled silly!" he
girl from ever giving • man an- told
her frankly "I guess I needed
other thought'
a
bit of a push -maybe a good
'Was that why you said it-so I
swift
kick for being afraid to offer
wouldn't fall in love with you?'
you what tittle I nave. which Isn't
Cella asked quickly.
anything at all but my heart and
E LOOKED at her sharply. "It all that's in It for the rest of my
life--if you'll have al"
was in the hope that I could
For a
Mop falling in love with you. You looked long, long moment she just
straight into his eyes while
were for Mallory. I thought." tie the
tears welled into hers and
confessed "I stopped and thought spilled
over ner flushed enchanted
of all th• things Mallory could do
face.
for you-money and jewels and so- her Then Rusty's arms gathered
close
cial position and all that. And here "Darling, and he said huskily.
don't cry Please don't
I was, with my mustering -out pay.
cry"
a few dollars compensation -and I
"I'm crying. Rusty. oecause I
can't even offer you a home or love
you so much and because we
guarantee that you'll be fed."
are going to be so happy here You
"And you let things like that
don't
matter to you. Rusty?" she asked. the mind staying her. and *setae
head of • houseful of women?"
"Well, take a look at the record
she asked with sudden anxiety.
sweet." Rusty insisted. "There was
"Not
if you're one of the staMallory. with all his money and
the things it could do for you, and men." said Rusty, and smiled at
her warmly, and kissed her with
there was me, with nothing.'
"Rusty, let's stop raking up the such ardor that there could never
ho any doubt in her mind as to the
past." ,she told him unsteadily
"I've been a fool-but now I know strength and the depth and the
the truth. I don't expect you to wonder of his love.
oelieve me right away but if you'll
(THE END)
give me time I'll prove to you that
-I love you! That this time it's (The characters in this serial are
fictitious(
real, and this time it's for keeps,
10opyrIght A read 1a Houma tee_ IfaS
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,Mitirray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky -'
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner

SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK
SALES REPORT FOR OCT. 19, 1948
1017
Total head sold
25.00- 27.00
Short Fed Steers
Grass Fat Steers
Baby Beeves

23.00- 26.00
24.00- 27.00

Fat Cows
Canners and Cutters

16.00- 19.00
12.00- 15.50

Bulls

15.00. 21.00

Stock Cattle
Milk Cows

18.00- 25.50
80.00-216.00

Fancy Veals

32.50

No, 1 Veals

31.4Q

No. 2 Veals
Throwouts

25.50
8.00- 22.25,

HOGS
190 to 260 pounds
180 pounds
270 to 300 pounds
160 to 175 pounds
Sows

25.50
25.00
24.50
24.75
23.75 Down

1

•..aamaaaa..:40.,..4...-- •

,

in to the "young sprout" planning
to get back to the soil, though.
"There's
been
improvements,
sure. But remember, the life of a
farmer still ain't easy."

I
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College Students
Present Program
At Womans Club

Hear
Discussion On
Lines Of Clothing ..
. -What Lines in Clothing

)Mrs.. Fannie Jetton
Honored At Parties
While In Louisville

1

Mrs. Fannie Jetton, of Murray.
The Music Department of e
Can
Murray Woman's Club met T-'Alaska
Do For You was discussed and and her sister. Mrs. Hontas Woodday evening of 730. at the club .
an:grated by the clothing leaders, all. of Benton. yasited Dr. and Mrs.
house with Mees Charlotte Durkee.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford and Mrs James W. Bryan of Louisville
Chairman. presiding over the bustOttis Patton at the regular meet- during .the past week.
While in Louisville, Mrs. Jetton
ileSS session.
ing of. the North, Murray HomeThe Mission Study Class of the makers Club held at the home of i celebrated her birthday and was
Mies Lillian Waiters gave a short
discussion on curr,:;:t events in First Methodist Church which. is Mrs. Wendell Patterson Friday af- I the guest of honor on several
occasions. Dr. C. H. Moore and
under the leadership of Mrs. A D. ternoon.
The program entitled -Harvest of Butterworth met at the church
The Clothing leaders gay.: the fol- Mrs. Moore of Louisville enterStars" was
lowing points to follow in lins of tained with a dinner party on Satby Murray Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
State Collers: students of Ma. C. R.
Mr. Ben Davis, a formoe major clothing: There are really only urday evening in honor of Mrs.
2•ScGavern and Mr. Richard Far- in the Army Air Farce stationed two types of lines, straight and .1.etton and venison was served.
A birthday party was given Mrs.
rel.
: The program was as follows: • is Alaska. was the guest speaker _curved; but these can be used in so
Preluie in B Minor Chopin by whose subject was "Alaska" This many ways that varted effezas can Jetton by several of her friends on
Mr lean Janes
was given in connection with the be achieved. Straight olitics used'Sunday at the Charlestown House,
Maztfrka. Chopin. by Miss Bob- lesson for the day which subject vertically give, the feeling of Charlestown. Ind.. and on Monday
by Jean Evans
'horiz-. evening Dr. and Mrs. Bryan enterwas "Alaska" from the book. On height: straight lines use,
Nocturne its E Flat. Ch -pin, by Our Own Doorstep." Mr. Davis ontally give the feeling of width: lain( d with a birthday dinner. The
Miss Bettie Davis
also showed pictures he had taker. straight lines used diagenally-more , i ible was beautifully set with an
imported Maderia cloth and sterlOrientate by Mr Gene Simons in Alaska. He is now a student at lengthwise than crosswls•
accompanied by Mr Russell Phelps Murray State College
a feeling of height. curved WU'S : Mas•silver, some of which was
La Plus que Lerte-Valse. Demay be large full curveal lines brcught home from England by Dr.
Mrs. Butterworth conducted the.
bfisey. by. Mrs Sae Phillip; VeaRya,„
slightly curved lines or small brok- Bryan. A beautiful silver bowl
leson for the day. She also gave
Variations in D. Flat. Busser,
a ith lovely fall flowers, together
en cura.eci lines, each giviee
a short study on -Hawau" which'
Mr Guy Beekmar ecompanied by
ferent effect.
vath :he glossing candelabra, was
was a continuauon from the last
Mrs Richard Farrell
t
Mrs. A. G. Outland was
tired as the table decoration.
study class The devotional was gniI AS a new member.
Mee Jetton was presented with
'"'"
n't
I• De Las- en by Kra Bryan Tolley.
sus. by Messrs'Pete Crowder. Art
The devotional was given ey Mrs a number of lovely gifts from her
Circle II of the Woman': Soeiety R M. Pollard. An amusing geire on many friends
Townley:I:am Bishop, Gene Simin Louisville acid
bbb. Sidney smith. Oglesby Lowe.of Chranatin Service was in charge
posture was enjoyed by the group birthday telegram from Mr. and
program
of
the
which
also
was
on
Guy BoCtimen and Leonard WhatThe hostess served refreshments Mrs. Max B. Hurt of Murray.
. the subject of the lesson. Those to Mrs. Annnie Lovins and Mrs.
mer
Mrs. Jetton and Mrs. Woodall
taking
Mrs.
were
C.
part
Ray.Mrs Richard Roberts, visitors, and Mrs. returned
Third Movement of Sonata for
to
their homes
on
Burnett
Waterfield
Mrs
and
Ed Charlie Crawfurd, Mrs. Ottis Pat- Tuesday.
Cornet. Hindirnath. by Mr Art
Burkeen
- ton. Mrs. Garva Gatlin, Mrs. R M.
Townley JCcurr.pan t.d by Miss Jean
The rre.e..ng was closed with a Pollard. Mrs. Wendell. Patterson.
uller
; Caprice. Rubinstein. by Mrs Va.- prayer by Mrs Buttery r•h
Mrs. Hubert Farris. Mrs. A G.
:sigma Wade Eckert
Outland, Mrs. W. E. Johnson and
• Three Equili. Beetheven, by
Mrs. Esco . Gunter
•••••0
The Woman's Society, of Christ# Messrs Guy Elisa-krrein. Leonard
ian Service of the Coldwater Meth. • Barton_ Oglesby Loweand.Din Day
bittst'ciarcir ni-a—Miurcray
teroon at I:30.
a
a_
_ _ _
For the opening` of the meeting
VARSITY THEATRE
the song -Blest Be The Tie",
Mr ana-Mrs. R. Moyer ,were hots
-Ruthless" 11 Hr.. 42 Min .
sung by the grclie4es-121ae scripture
aa: La Ca for wroSaars $ olden prcal•Tri.
Feature -Starts: 1 08-2,58..50)...7,04..1 to the regular Saturday Night reading from
the first ejsapter of
f-aeLlonal macu.17 pater !Gay s girt awl
Bridge Club at their home on N.
women Las f
in. answer in 0M- 1.07
First John was given by Mrs Vera
10th Street.
M-re 2-way lutIp. Toe Pm CARD71 may
Turner. This was followed - by
maks things Iota easier Z.a
'The prizes for high score for men
- yae 13 e3Lar
Or two wrys: 1. starts
, days bod...re
aid woman went to Cecil Farris prayer by Mrs. Mildred Adams.
"rota Vane" and take= as t;rocted on the
Persons having itetha for and Mrs.'Wendell Binkley respec- The general rou:ine of business
Gott. It abozld
re..ee•" f:Inctior.a.1
was presided over by the president.
periodic pain. 3. %am ittroeshout Use
society page and social Lively.
month :Ike • tors".erft so-aid improve you
Mrs. Vera Turner. during whii.h
e:PetIte. a.d d...rear-cr.. and tt:sa
441eniar are requested to toLovely refreshments were served time several items of interest were
the regular members ..an..1 guests
bitlIct up Ha:stance 101' the WaiNg days to
cail this Ledger & Times of- Miss Lula Clayton Beale. Mrs.
come. CAP-7.1 ii sc•aulx.L.sy prepared
W discussed. After the business sessand selentIrscally tested 12 you ladder "at fice, telephone 55, until fur- M. Stuckey and
Mr. and Mrs. L D. ion interesting readings were given
Woes tem= timer% get CAJUDITI
by Mrs Nurna Cooper and Mrs.
tiler .10tice.
Mildred Adams
Alaska was the theme for the
Program for October This seas
discussed by Mrs
Dunn after
which the group was dismissed
with prayer.

Is Subject
Of Discussion At
Mission Study Class

I

1

Coldwater WSCS
Meets Saturday

Saturday--•
-! Night-Bridge Club

Woman's old problem
relieved by 2-way belp

Activities

Mr. and Mn, John Martin left.
Monday, for their home in Decatur.
following a visit with the former's mother and sister. Mrs. Vickie
Martin Sand Miss Katie Martin. 300
North Fourth street, and relatives
in Stewart county.
••
Mr. John Cole, North Fourth
street, is recovering._from a slight
illiwsi

Locals

Weddings'

PHONE 374-M

I- Delicious
refreshments
were"
. served by the hostesses. Mrs E. .1 Homemakers
Beale. Mrs. C. L. Sharborough.
Mrs Hall Hood and Mrs. E. C. Parker.

WEDNESDAY,I OCTOBER 20, 1948

Rev. Jarman Speaks at • LOCALS
General Meeting Of-Mrs. R. L. Wade is in Memphis
this week, for a visit with her
Woman s Council
daughter, Mrd Robert Rowland,
Rev Robert E. Jarman was the
guest speaker at the geneial meeting of the Woman's council of the
First Christain Church which was
held in the social rooms of the
church Tuesday afternoon at 2:30.
"Together We Witness' was the
subject of the speaker's talk. Rev.
Jarman was',introduced by Mrs.
R. M. Pollard ii:ho was in charge of
the program.
Miss Reubie Wear gave an Inspirational devotional on prayer.
The chairman, Miss Ruth'Ashmore,
presided over the routin business
session.
Refreshments, using the halloween motif. -were served by Group
III—Mrs. H. C. Corn, chairman—to
the 45 members present.

Buchanan News

Social Calendar

Thursday. October 21
The Home Department of the
also her son, Bobby Wade. who is Murray Woman's Club wil meet at
a student at Southwestern Uni- the ,Club House at 3 o'clock.
versity.
The Business and Professional
•
Women's Club will meet at 6:30
Mr. and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton of
at the Woman's Club Hoore. Mrs
the Coldwater Road have had as
Ethel Ward, chairman
the proguests, Mrs. Amanda Meloan. of
gram coordination committee, will
Frankfort, Ky., Mr. and Mrs.
be in charge of the Orogr..m.
Howard Slade, LexingtoriKy. Mrs.
Saturday. October 23
Slade was formerly Miss Grace
The Alpha Department of the
Cole. daughter of Mr. John Cole,
N. Fourth street, and sister of Mrs. Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the Club House at 2:30 Guest
Clopton.
speaker will. be Miss Anne Parish
.•
of Bethel Callege,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cole,
Okla.. have also been visiting his
Tuesday. October 26
father and sister. Mrs. Meloan and
The • Mission Study Class of the
the Slade's returned home, Monday. First Methodist Church will meet
The Coles' will leave Thursday.
at 2:30 at the cherch. Mrs. A. D.
Butterworth, director, will present
and third Sunday mornings at the lesson on the Panama Canal
11 o'clock.
Zone.
—a-Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton and
Wednesday,- October 27
Children spent Saturday night with
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Garner.
the United Daughters of the ConMr. and Mrs. Eugene Chaney
federacy will meet with Mrs. Wesvisited his parents in the Elm ley
Waldrop at 2:30 instead of the
Grove community over the week- regular
meeting date. Octaber 20
end.

Mr. and Mrs. Louis Larnti of
Coldwater are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Molar Clayton and - Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Lamb this -weekend.
Mrs. Parker of Hazel has been
visiting her daughter and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
and sons.
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Sanders HAZEL WOODMEN
Mr. Kenneth Vaughn isn't so visited Mr. and Mrs. David Hutson TO MEET THURSDAY
well at this time.
and family a while Saturday night.
Hazel Woodmen of the World
We extend our deepest sympathy
Mr. Cull Adair lost a fine cow camp will hold their regular meetto the family of Mrs. Perry who the past'Week.
ing at the WOW hall at Hazel
was buried at Mt. Pleasant Sunda)
.,
Mr. and Mrs. Ftaymon Clayton Thursday evening. October 21 at
afternoon. Rev. Chtldres conducted and children spent one night last 7:30.
the services. Mr. Robert Hart also week wita Mr. and Mrs. Bun
L. K. Pinkley, consul commander
made a short talk.
Clayton.
stated that a class of candidates
Rey. Thurman filled. his regular
Mr. and Mrs Gilbert Sanders and will be -received. Special. enter.
.
_
_
3
4
441--f-Oil•ka•M•E
andu
church Sunday. Services will be Kenneth Vaughn Sunday.
,
4.1ates._to the Log Rollers.
first-giinday afternoons it 9 o'clock
"lifroiqnce
'Lon in Mayfield will be elected.

College Movies Smash nit
MORGANTOWN, W. VA. (UP)—
A ,record 750,000 West Virginians
went to the movies last year but
not in regular theaters or for recreation. Budd Gambee, director of
West Virginia University's audiovisual aid department, said the
number witnessed the 3,000 shipments of educational films made
by the, college in the last fiscal
year.

Witt
Ending Tonight
Zachary Scott
Dianna Lynn
Sydney Greenstreet
in

"RUTHLESS"
nomommisissommims
THURSDAY
and Friday

marine DIETRICH
Randolph SCOTT
btill WAYNE
blaf Wel

LIMA'

See: CRASHING At:.I lure
See! SOISTEROUs ADVENTURE!
7,
SIZZLING

1.7.*

ROMANCE!

NOTICE

ss.arse

There's Wardrobe Magic in

• LOCALS .

Betty Rose Coats and Suits

Mrs. George West has ieturned
:lame following a visit in Benton
Harbor. Mich, with her husband
who is employed there. She also
visited friends in Chicago
••

in USED CARS
is yours at

McClure & Wilson
WE BUY, SELL and TRADE

i

FOUR1 If and W Al-NUT :-;"1111:i."1.:-•
Ltso
I
r
1
I

Mr and Mrs August Wilson attended a meeting of the hearing
..id distributors in Louisville Tuesday.
••
Mrs. Steve Lemon of Lansing.
Mich., was the weekend guest of
Mr., and Mrs. Troy Glidewell.
••
Mr Zeb A Stewart, a former
Muuray attorney. has suificiently
recovered from major surgery per
formed at the Good Samaritan
Hospital in Lexington, Ky, to resume his duties as an assistant to
the 'Attorney General, Frankfort.
Ky The Stewart's recently moved
from Owensboro. Ky, to Frankfort. Ky, Mrs Stewart is a
ter of Mrs Ed Fiilbeck. 602 Main
Street, Murray.

Be your own fairy godmother. Whisk
yourself in to see our beautiful new
Betty Rose coats and suits. Try them on .
see for yourself, there's.. nothing better
at near the price in coats and suits that do
such magical things for your wardrobe.

hit PIKII RIG STEP
10 GtT &HEAD
.tii.tru .:1EN
Otor UF THE RED

-a

In HOSIERY

Gentle mcgn•red Betty Rose
casual ciiat with scalloped
yoke details Pure wool
Ovisensbury covert. In wine,
brown, green and block.
Sizes 9 to 15.

.1

Cobweb sheer, woven for perfect
fit and leg flattery in heaviigy
shades. You'll really want to stock
up for your fall and winter wardrobe.
$1.95 — $1.65 — $1.49

ift

Sweeping Betty Rose
casual with collar and
cuff notched details,
in new perspective,
Pure wool Kingsbury
covert. In grey, wine,
green ond brown.
Sizes 10 to 20.
•

$45.00,
Get ahead financially by
first getting et,en. Consolidate bills with a friendly
loan from us.

Handsomely tailored Betty
'Rose ohmic suit of Buckingham
pure wool menswear
worsted Grey, brown,
oatmeal Sizes 10 to 20.

$45.00
fiCLUSIVELY AT...

Littleton's

West Side of Square

•

•
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$39.75

ADAMS SHOE STORE
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FOR SALE BY OWNERS: Modern
Laving thy t:irri:ed
mobiles in a'1fitilps of flame.
Cause of the bleak in :112 pipe2 bed room dwelling, electric wa-I
Albert Lehman, and his
Seven of this injured were burn- line was
help:,
blacksmits.1
not determined.
ter heater, laundry tubs, hard-.
ed so critically physicians raid they
Paul Robertsot., ;cozen in a coriter,i
Only the fact that the sheet of
limit and Kuku Waddled out an I
were "expected to die." Thirteen
FOR SALE-Norge oil heater, used wood floors, insulated, large floor- ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
I
fkame died over an empty stretch
open door on the oppiisite side ofi
others were in serious condition.
less than one winter. Good con- ed attic. Located corner North Service. Supplies. Phone
993-J•
12th and Olive St. near college
the
cage
and
J.
confronted
Mor-.
E.
dition. See at 501 Olive.
ruse
The blast occurred near the Stone t of ground prevented greater damHazel
Highway,
south
one
block
and high school. Owner leaving
EVANSVILLE. Ind.,..0ct. 20 4UP1 ton, a 45-year-old zoo attendant ie
oil refinery last night while the age or loss of life.
COMPLETE RESTAURANT, hotel. city. If interested inspect at your or sycamore
One of two 'rampaging chimpan- the corridor.
1
automobiles were lined up on the i Had the flames gone in another
grocery outfits. Lowest prices. Im- convenience. K. T. Crawford. tel- YOU MAY STILL HAVE TIME zees. who tosstd one zoo keaper
They lifted Manton an i tossed' TEXAS CITY, Tex. Oct. 19 CUP)- highway waiting for a switch en- ,direction or reached oil or gaso02Ip to get your home properly insu- !through a plate glass wirLiuW and him through a glass door into the Texas City, still jittery over a
mediate delivery-Graham Eger- ephone 131-R.
gine to shunt a string of cars across line storage tanks, the city might
ton Co., Cadiz, Ky., Phone 153-J.
homo.i entryway,
weather off d building 'Nit, was animal
then series of explosions that killed a railroad crossing.
have been swept by a series of
Nice modern 8-room lated and weatherstripped before
SALEFOR
some
400
persons
in
1947, counted
, Nationally known.
back in custody today after her climbed througii the broken doorN22c
The high pressure pipeline, locat-! blasts similiar to ti; ise of April 16
house on paved street, four rooms bad weather. For a free survey of
one
dead
and
22
injured today as
way and enact:ad his legs and
your insulation and permanent mate was shot and killed.
ed 50 feet from the highway. ex- iind 17, 1947. when a cargo of nitFOR.SALE-Slightly used oil cir- on first floor and four rooms on
rates exploded aboard the freighttype all metal weatherstripping, 1 The two chimps onink and Ku- shculders with their teeth. Doctors the result of a break in a butane ploded without warning,
sending
culators. One warm morning coal second floor, two baths, electric
pipeline which enveloped 14 autoer Grandcamp. Ths explosion set
call H. M. Scarborough, 409-J- ku, were evicted from their cage said Morton's leg was chewed so
a
sheet
of
flame
across
the
home
This
road
throughout.
a
Is
heat
circulator-Johnson Appliance Co,.
Rock Wool Insulation Co., Mur- yesterday in order that 14 black- baely an amputation may be neclike a blast from a giant a blow- off a chain of fires that left more
Phone 56.
•
021c you will like. Second floor is
two fingers before grabbtng him
snit hand his helper might install essary.
than 400 dead and destroyed propray, Ky.
N5c
torch.
rented for MO per month. This is
I a new heating system. Hank, an-,4 Spying a ladder :nat seemed to bodily and tossing him f•om the
worth millions of dollars.
FOR SALE - New International your opportunity to own a good
The searing flame floated aurora erty'
COMMUNITY DECORATING CO.. • gered at the transfer to an ad lead to freedom, the chimps climb- 1 roof.
pickup truck. Phone 18, at Hazel, home and have a nice income. If
a vacant lot and burned itself out,
painting inside and outside. Com- joining coop, snapped the padlock ed to the roof of the animal house
Davis broke a wrist in the fall,
,Ky.
022c interested call or See Baucum Real plete decorating service. Contraet with a paw-swipe and
"STANDAR D"
marched wlat.re 52--year-old George Davis and was threatened again by the leaving behind 23 victims roastino
in their automobiles. '
020c or hour. Call 802-X-J, Free esti- back. ioto his own quartees fallow- was at vsoak. Hank snalmed at chimps who jumped at
Estate Agency, phone 122.
Oint
from
BABY CHIClCS-We now
havee•
Not until switchmen broke the
if by the faithful Kuktr, who is to Ekivis' hand as the latter tried' to the roof. They were beaten off by
them on hand and hatch every FOR SALE-Shell gasoline. BOW- mates.
train could motorists on tae opchimp'
ward
month.
young
dff
and
the
next
bear
his
bit
another
zoo
off
attenlant
and
Bid
inMonday. 25,..chicks, $4.00;
$8.00; ler. 28e; Ethyl, 20c-alays Food
posite side rear'n the stricken' paslIVERGREENS, FLOWERING
to the wooded area of the ZOO
NM $15.00. Get your Christmas Market.
108 shrubs, landscape work.
sengers.
tti:1 v
Cl r gr.•
Roy
'grounds.
. fryers now
at the
•
Murray
There they found automobiles in
Schinaus Nursery, Benton. Ky, or
Flatelse'ry.
Zoo superintendent Bob McGraw flames with
023c
MONUME21111
passengers 14-Oiling
see R. A. Starks, 715 Sycamore.
AnaOSS
30 Fast places ill
and police sent orders to nearby with burned hands to
Murray Marble and °Mahe Work*, Murray, Ky.
flyer
open red-hot
W
/tone
1-Prer
32-- Black cuckoo
schools that the pupils were to be automobil: doors and
SALE-Kobe Jap Ray. $1.00 East Maple
near Des*C4. Teiw
escape. The
4-Ito 1 of moth
33- Gloomy
CO.
per hubdrod. Phone 376.
kept
in
classes,
P.
nd
theb
began
021nc phone 131. Poirtar WW1* and L. D.
34 Caned stoi
air wag filled with the screams of
&
'•••-••••••
0
-Del.betative
hod>
their
chimp
-hunt,
Outland. Mansions
NW
the injured. The lone dead man was
Murray, Ky.
.PrAect1ve
41) L'pos
SALE--Cocker Spaniel pups.
Hank and Kultu were dae•overed identified as Clarence Strnvart, 24.
‘;• r:ient
41 -Killers
Tel. 101
North.3r4
Champion blood line-602 Poplar FOR SALE-Two blocks south of
St.
43 Cho; ping tool
11- -occasions
a short time later, shivering in the a Negro cab driver.
44- Gra, tabbr.i
/3 Unl ..•teged
.
•
St Fiione 775-M.
021p1 college. Nice 5-room house. Plenty
44-Levels
dark confines of a seal pit. Hank
15-To scathe
15--Cooking utensil
47-Musical nom
lneenniellellineellennaWeninnirelmemereamoribmammirsembeameraborommoninera •Igo,
was lured out and set off for his
411-Arontatle berry
25-Sole
SALE - Living room suite,' of shade, large lot. Price 15,000.12-Child's word
50--Greek letter
Murray
Land
Company,
W.
C.
cage
behind
McGraw
automobile.
Nplatform rocker and ottoman, ta51-Girl's nue
:0-To Valk idly
Back at the animal house however,
53-Babylonian
53 - Listener
ble: other items. Good as new- Hays. Office in Purdom Building.
deity
95-.("reut losers
Office
phone
phone
10.1.
he resisted his keepers and again
bane
L. D. Workman. 408 South Sixth
57--Sea bird
23 -Pi, CAM
547-.1
attacked the attendants. McGraw
022e
re-Bone
2f---free,,am
Streei.
-Ftay Apt.
020c
none
•
:6-Part of "to be"
59-Form or• 'yap".
shot him through the head, using
• 1 -Go to right
tia-Noshe
thing
boat
24-4euee
v
2-A voided
a policeman's pistol.
FOR SALE-Estate Kestrola, some FOR SALE-A few Vett fa
3-High tableland
Some leirge-eater seffseessell* If you
•
Kuku lost her fight after her
new, TTEVirrneand
4-that thing
_
1
---beette--led="eratraiikr-Chs
-Will sill-complete ottelt-Tor 270- want to btras or -sell real estate:11
--Golf
club
Murray Land Company. W. C.
snuggled up to McGraw when he
See :It 107 South 15th•St.-George
7-Within
Hays. Office in Purdom Budding.
g-To study hard
Went to the seal pa and he led her
Lyles.
Office phone 1062. home phone
••
back' to her lonely quarters with
5
II-Set In '
10-A1gerian
fain
FOR SALE-West of..college, five- 5474.
022c
Er
A
a halter fashioned from his pant's
13-Corona's pant
room house, modern throughout.
9
r,
belt
14-To perform
A
17-A groin
Full b..sement. large lot---Murray FOR SALE - Baldwin Acrosdhic
20-Flower stalk
spinet piano Practically new Land Company, W. C. Hays. Of21 -P.ubbers
Mrs. W. F. Baker, phone 620. 02.213
21-Word of greeting
fice in Purdom Build:ma Office
:4 -For., prouga
25 -Br.dges
111
e
telephone 1062, home telephone
33
re361
:7 -Steamship I abbr.)
AV•••••••••••••ev
+WINO.
2
020c
29-Mother horse
.
31-Chrra name
Yee, Black-Draught may help sleeplessSS 54
55
FOOTBALL IN COMFORT34-Prefix with
FOR SALE-Three miles southeast
ness If the only reason you Can't elm,
3S-Pilirmpfl
enjoys
Hussey
Model Pat
Is because of constipation. Black-Draught,
of Murray, new 5-room house with FOR RENT-4-room house with
36-Reset,:a
/4r
the friendly laxative. Is usually prompt
37 - Pert to st2
5 Aret land. This place is on a hall and basement. Electricity. that big gridiron game In
'A
32-Suit maker
and thorcit.gh when taken as directed.
r
.1.1
Q5
39 -Frets out
the comfort of the bathtub
good gravel road. Price $2600.00.- Eggners Ferry Road, 3 miles from
It costs only a penny or ims a doae.
43-8t111
That's shy it has been a best-seller
Mum.)
, Land Company, W C. square. Call 976.13 at night or 3212
by using the new acousticon
45 Reddish bone
4.
wIlk four generations. If you ors WOUseA
47-Reaping Insect
during day.
Hays. Office in Purdom Madding
01111p
Baguette to pick up a broadInd with such symptoms as less ef
45 -That woman
Office phone 1062. home telephone
egineUta, headache, upset stomach, *saw
45-Hesitant
•
east from her radio in tile
535.4
55
FOR RENT-Furnisbed apartment,
expression
How
physical fatigue, assoissarss.
5474.
020c
ltflug room. It beats sitting
SI-Printer's ilnalnae
smelstal tunnels, bad breath--and IfDIM
3 rooms., gas stove, private bath,
CE5
52 _To ttquIre
stadium.
damp
a
cold,
In
symptodle are due only to constinatigle54-G,
Ile/s of dawn
BALDWIN ACROSONIC PIANOS, furnace heat. Couple preferredthen me what Black-Draught may do lor
5111-Wiod at Faroe
tat, • t
Irmal.
only Pia5 uP. Visit our new store. C. L Ross. 1200 Main.
020p
you. Ott a package today.
lanais
622 Broadway, Paducah. or 323
FOR
?forth
RENT-524
Fourth
St..
South 7th, Mnyfield-Feezle Piano
NANCY
It's All in the Dosage
By Ernie Bushmiller
Sales, Western Kentucky's larg- City. 4 rooms and bath, hot and
cold water on tap at all times, day
est exclusive piano
distribu- or
night. Phone 1096-M.
021p
(
:
FEEL TOO
t rs
October 21). Wednesday - Chapel
030c
NOT THE
Musical Organizations in charge.
LAZY TO MOVE
WAY r
October 23. Saturday - Western
TODAY
GI VE
Kentucky High school Debate
Clinic.
'EM
WANTED-Two young men 20 to October
2'7. Wednesday - Chapel
30. High school education, free to
Address by Dr. John W. Taylor.
travel in Kentucky, Arkaasas or
president of the University of
West Virginia. Guaranteed salary
Louisville.
and transportation. Wonderful fu- October
le. Saturday - Homecomture for right persons. See E A.
ing Day. Morning classes are disHine, National Hotel, Wednesday,
missed by theepresident. HomeOctober 20. from 6 to 8 pm Percoming events:
sonal interviews only.
lp
7 a.m.-Vivace club breakfast.
9.30 am.-Homecoming. Parade.
Use our Classified Ads - They
11:30 a.m.-Registration of alumget, the busman
ni in Wells hall.
12:13 p.m.- Alumni luncheon.
Wells hall.
2:00 p.m.-Football game. Tennessee Tech.
4 p.m. to p.m. Tea at Oakhurst.
given by Dr. and Mrs."Woods.
ABBIE an' SLATS
Underground Relief
By Raeburn, Van Burets
,8:30 p.m.-Homecoming dance,
fine arts lounge.
•
???-THEY DIDN'T
Mts. Emma Sue Hutson. newly
--BRINGING
--THERE HAS
DON'T TURN IT
IT WAS
WHE-EW.:: WHAT A RESAY 0/HERE THEY
YOU THE
appointed Alumni secretary. .
BEEN A PLANE
OFF, CHARLIE-NOT A
LIEF. PROBABLY JUST
WERE GOING--???
LATEST
CRASH NEAR
THEY'RE(CHOKE') REGULAR
SOME WILDCAT PLANE.
THEy muST'vE LEFT
CARD OF THANKS
NEWS
HERE-COMMER--FLYING --THE GIRLS WOULD NEVIN A HURRY--THE
' We wish to express our thanks to
FLASHES-CIAL PASS- ER TAKE A CHANCE
our many friends and neighbors for
(Over Rudy's Restaurant)
RA,
0105 STILL ON-ENGER
LIKE THATthe loyal assistance they have given
THEY'RE ON
PLANE
NO
Admission 75c by Reservation Only
us since our home was recently deONE OF THE
BUT ADOUBT
stroyed by fire. Words cannot exMillie your Yeservation before November 1
REGULAR
AT ALL,
press our gratitude for the lovely.
AIRLINES,
SLATS.'
gifts, the work and money that has
Contact Lester Nanny, Box 528, Murray, Ky..
NO
been so generously given.
May
for Reservations
DOUBT.
Gocra'irichest blessings be yours alerigre•-•/••• _
ways. Sincerely, •
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Farmer.
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Escapea
Injure Keepers
During Liberty

TEXAS CITY
JITTERY AFTER
OIL EXPLOSION
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Farm Tested Feeds
Highest Quality
at
Lowest Cost
ROSS FEED

FOB

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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HOLM.

FOR.SALE
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opcorn Shucks
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Can Black-Draught
Help Sleeplessness?

r

For Rut

Amp
ill

$7 per ton or.35
per be
PARKER SEED COSTANY

0

College
Calendar

Wanted

NOVEMBER
10th

?? ?

•

FISH FRY

WELCOME ALL VETERANS
NOVEMBER 4 6:30 P.M.
AMERICAN LEGION HALL

Murray Bowling Calendar
STANDING OF THE TEAMS
TEAM
Won
Pct.
I,ost
1. Eddy's Busy Bee
12
3
734
2. Shell Service St,filao
4
733
T. Leder & Times
''
10
5
667
4. ,braper & Darwin
8
534
b
5. !yap' Milk Co. '
7
467
6. Varsity*Grill
334
7. Ford Service '''•
5
10
.334
8. West Side Wild Cats
2
134
13
This Week's Result
TEAM
i
L Ford Service
o
Valacity Grill
2. Ryan Milk Co.
3 West Side Wildcats
,
0
'3. Ledger. Se Times -**
2 Draper & Darwin
a-. 1
-14. Shell Service Station
. 2 Eddy's Busy Bee ,
1
.
.
Next Week's Games
Tuesday, October 26 - 7:00 and 8:30
TEAM •
TEAM
'
1. West Side Wildcats
VS Ford Service
7 00
i .
2. Varsity Grill '
VS Ryan Milk Co.
'7:00
3.: Eddy's Busy Bee
VS Draper & Darwin
8:30
4. -Ledger & Times ; VS Shell Service Station
R•30
High man for this week is Harry Remelt of Eddy's Busy Bee team .
a Were at 190 in single tame.
a
,

it.

V

Liti. ABNER

11

Fireside Chat

_
TONIGHT-F0'TN' FUST TIME
IN HUNDERDS 0'Y'APS AN GOTTA GIVE A CROOKED
9REE-DiCK-7.17- AN'ITS ALL.
HER FAULT- S'C_VENTEEN
`CARS AGO-THAR WAS A
KNOCK ON MAN DOOR--

a

I

ft„E ,s YOffE
NE/GHECORS CYV
TOTHER 5/DE
0'Tit-i'MOUNT/NG.
WE WISHES Tr70
T'The HOWES-

By Al Capp

Ir/OULD
/1/ND 6/TT-AV'
W/r TH'
BABX 774.L WE
G/TS BACK?

TMET MOOR DONE LASTED
SEVENTEEN Y'ARS
,
THEY.,N EVAN CAME BACK.T"
SOME, MOVIIIL...r- AN'
BIG, AN NEA1TI-4Y,
AN; NATCHERLY- IT WANTS
A HUSBIN.r.v-- -
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A CAR THAT GOES
AIDS ROMANCE
•
BUY a guaranteed Used
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Her Beloved SOn
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You have served your State brilliantly and with
great distinction in the UNITED STATES SENATE for
22 years.
We are proud of the acclaim you have won from all
,f the people of the world.

•

Your peerless statesmanship in the field of national
affairs has brought honor to Kentucky. WE THANK
YOU.
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Now that you have come home from your triumphant tour of the nation, rest assured that Kentucky
your home state — will not let you down on Tuesday,
November 2.

Th
we,
H.
three
is a
by `
be

From Mills Point to the Big Sandy; from the Ohio
river to the Tennessee line, Kentuckians of all color,
creed and political persuasion will converge on the pc",
ing places Tuesday, November 2, to show their appreciation of what you have done for Kentucky, the nation and
ihe

•

•
SENATOR BARKLEY WILL SPEAK
October 20 at_Pineville, Kentucky (afternoon) — Covington,
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Kentucky (night)
October 23 at'Hazard, Kentucky — Pikeville, Kentucky —
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(This space contributed by The Ledger & Times in the interest of the Democratic Party)
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